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We show that, in the context of dilaton gravity, a recently proposed democratic principle for
intersection possibilities of branes winding around extra dimensions yield stabilization, even with the
inclusion of momentum modes of the wrapped branes on top of the winding modes. The constraints
for stabilization massaged by string theory inputs forces the number of observed dimensions to be
three. We also discuss consequences of adding ordinary matter living in the observed dimensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work we outline a dynamical scenario for the
stabilization of extra dimensions which are required for
the consistency of string theory. Stabilization of extra
dimensions is rather crucial because we know that the
observed universe is very large. Therefor it is a puzzle
that other dimensions remained comparatively small in
contrast to the fact that there are many indications that
the observed universe was expanding in its entire history,
and in the inflationary period very fast too.
In [1] a simple mechanism was proposed to achieve
this result and in [2]-[4] some extensions were considered.
The mechanism proposed was that the winding modes of
a brane wrapped around a compact dimension provide a
resisting force to expansion much like rubber band would
if one wraps it around balloon and inflate. This is very
close the idea once proposed by Brandenberger and Vafa
[5] , and also fits in the context of ”Brane Gas Cosmol-
ogy” [7]-[24].
In [4], where stabilization was shown to occur within
the context of dilaton gravity, the brane wrapping config-
uration was such that there was a gas of branes wrapping
around the entire set of extra dimensions which was a six
dimensional tori. This work is aiming at the study of
what might happen for arbitrary decimations (partition-
ings) of the extra dimensions to product manifolds each
of which is again assumed to be tori. However for an
arbitraty decimation this would be a very difficult task.
Recently to study more general winding configurations
and hence generalize the mass of intuition gained we in-
troduced [6] the idea of democratic wrapping in which all
the possible brane windings are allowed. Here we general-
ize the results of [6] to dilaton gravity. After the introduc-
tion of the main formalism we study a system where the
decimation of the extra dimensions will be done symmet-
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rically, that is the number of extra dimensions is taken
to be Np where N is the order of decimation and p is the
dimension of one unit of the partitioning. We first con-
sider winding modes only and show that stabilization of
extra dimensions is achieved. The result does not depend
on p and the uniqueness of the solutions hints at a gen-
eral solution when the decimation is not symmetric. We
then proceed to the inclusion of momentum (vibration)
modes of the branes. Here the condition for stabilization
initially depends on p but further considerations (such
as requiring the observed dimensions to be expanding)
makes this dependence evaporate and again hints at a
general solution.
We also show that adding presureless matter living in
the observed space does not alter the results. We however
omit the general study for radiation and vacuum energy
dominated eras of the universe.
II. FORMALISM
For cosmological purposes we can take the metric to
be,
ds2 = −dt2 + e2B(t)dx2 +
∑
i
e2Ci(t)dy2i . (1)
Here the Ci and yi represent the scale factor and the coor-
dinates of extra dimensions respectively. The dimension-
ality of each partition is pi. For clarity we separated the
observed dimensions with scale factor B and dimension-
ality m. We also assume that the observed dimensions xi
are non-compact and the yi represent compact extra di-
mensions with the topology of tori each. The total space
time dimensionality is d = 1 +m+
∑
i pi.
We take the action in the presence of dilaton coupled
to matter to be,
S =
1
κ2
∫
dxd
√−g e−2φ [R+ 4(∇φ)2 + eaφLm] . (2)
2In [4] it has been shown [25], in a cosmological context
where the only variable can be taken to be time and with
the assumption that the matter lagrangian Lm follows a
hydrodynamical dust form, that the equation of motions
are given by
Rµν + 2∇µ∇νφ = eaφ
[
Tµν − (a− 2
2
)ρgµν
]
(3a)
R + 4∇2φ− 4(∇φ)2 = −(a− 2)eaφρ . (3b)
Here ρ is the sum of energy densities of various contri-
butions and for hydrodynamical dust, the energy mo-
mentum tensor for each contribution will have the usual
”pressure equals a coefficient times the corresponding en-
ergy density” form. The fact that we can choose a con-
tinuous energy density for the contributions of branes to
the energy-momentum tensor is because we take a gas of
them spread over the observed dimensions m, (For fur-
ther explanations, see [1]-[3]). As evident from notation
Tµν is the sum of all contributions. Also for the sake of
clarity we must emphasize that each contribution to Tµν
are separately conserved.
With these assumptions the equations of motion for
the scale factors can be cast as follows (we set κ2 = 1),
B¨ = −kB˙ + eaφ [Tbˆbˆ − τρ] , (4a)
C¨i + kC˙i = e
aφ [Tcˆicˆi − τρ] , (4b)
φ¨ = −kφ˙+ 1
2
eaφ [T − (d− 2)τρ] , (4c)
k2 = mB˙2 +
∑
i
piC˙i
2
+ 2eaφρ , (4d)
k ≡ mB˙ +
∑
i
piC˙i − 2φ˙ . (4e)
The hatted indices refer the the orthonormal coordinates
and T represents the trace of the total energy-momentum
tensor. Here we have also defined τ = (a − 2)/2 for a
compact notation.
The energy momentum tensor for each contribution
can be found using the conservation equation ∇µTαµν = 0
(here α is an index for describing the separate contri-
butions to the total energy-momentum tensor Tµν) and
yields the known result,
ρα = ρα0 exp
[
−mB +
∑
i
(1 + ωi)piCi)
]
. (5)
For brane winding modes wi = −1 and wi = 0 along
winding and non-winding (transverse) directions respec-
tively [26].
If there is stabilization of the extra dimensions, all Ci
have to be constants and the remaining equations for B
and φ will have to be satisfied. The impact of stabiliza-
tion on these equations can be summarized as
∑
i
pi [Tcˆicˆi − τρ] = 0, (6)
which yields
T = − [1− (d− 1−m)τ ] ρ . (7)
Finally, since the observed space is transverse to all
the winding modes, we have Tbˆbˆ = 0. This will yield the
following set of equations, which could be dubbed as the
stabilization constrained equations
B¨ + kB˙ = −τσeaφ−mB , (8a)
φ¨+ kφ˙ = −1
2
σ [1 + (m− 1)τ ] eaφ−mB , (8b)
k2 = mB˙2 + 2σeaφ−mB . (8c)
Here
σ = emB(0)
∑
α
ρα(0) , (9)
is a constant that depends on the stabilized values of the
Ci and the density parameters ρ
α
0 . We obviously must
have σ > 0.
We postpone the study of these equations until we estab-
lish further conditions for stabilization.
III. N-FOLD SYMMETRIC DECIMATION
In [6] it was proposed that if there exists solutions for
stabilization in a symmetric decimation of extra coordi-
nates in the form of d− 1−m = Np, then this hints at a
solution for a general decimation provided the conditions
do not depend on p. The advantage of this approach is
that all the Ci equations effectively reduce to a single
equation and this facilitates the study of stabilization to
a considerable extent.
We will also consider what was called democratic wind-
ing scheme in [6]. Namely wrappings of all possible kinds
are allowed. This can be better exposed as follows
(p)pppp... ⊕ Nsources⊕
(pp)ppp... ⊕ Nsources⊕
(ppp)pp... ⊕ Nsources⊕
all N− 1 modes ... Nsources⊕
(ppp....) 1source
where a parenthesis means there is a brane wrapping over
that particular subelement of the decimation. For exam-
ple what we mean by the first line in the above is that
3there are branes around (p)pp..., p(p)p..., pp(p)... and so
on until we have the last element of the decimation is also
wrapped. There would be N such branes and hence N
energy-momentum tensors with equal coefficients, e.g. all
of them will have ρp0. Similarly for the windings around
two subelements we have all the combinations of the form
(pp)pp..., p(pp)p..., pp(pp)... and so on, and all the coef-
ficients of the energy momentum tensors corresponding
to those wrappings will be ρpp0 . Democracy mandates we
should allow all such combinations until we end up with a
single brane wrapping around the whole Np dimensional
space.
With these assumptions the condition for stabilization
is simplified to the following
−
N−1∑
n=0
αnξnX
n = 0 , (10a)
ξn = [N(1 + τ)− n] , (10b)
with X = e−pC . Here αn’s are directly related to the
energy coefficients. For example αN−1 = ρ
p
0, αN−2 = ρ
pp
0
and so on until α2. The coefficient α1 on the other hand
is equal to the coefficient of the energy-momentum tensor
which wraps around the whole Np normalized by N , this
is because we need only one such term and we wanted to
have a compact form for (10a).
The resolution of stabilization is to find solutions of
(10a), without any contrived choices of αn’s, such that
X > 0. All we have to do is to find the number of sign
changes s of the coefficients in (10b) counting from the
highest power term. Then Descartes’ sign rule tells us
that the number of positive roots is either s or smaller
than s by a multiple of 2. Now, it is clear that there can
be no such changes if (1+τ) < 0. Also since n < N there
can be no changes if (1+ τ) > 1. Therefor to have a sign
change we must at least have,
−1 < τ < 0 =⇒ 0 < a < 2 . (11)
this is the sine-qua-non for stabilization but it is not suf-
ficient. To ensure a sign change we should also impose
the weakest condition on the coefficients (10b). The one
that will first change sign is the coefficient of the largest
power ξN−1. Demanding it to be negative will yield
Nτ < −1 . (12)
These conditions together limit the possibilities for τ and
the number of partitions N in a decimation, which we
could also call the decimation order. It is interesting that
these seemingly unrelated quantities are tied in this way.
For example, if we take our branes to be D-branes, then
string theory fixes τ = −1/2 (a = 1) which would mean
N > 2. However as we will see shortly this condition will
not be required if we consider brane momentum modes
as well. Finally, the monotonic decrease of the ξn by n
means that there can be only one sign change and hence
only one solution. Since the result does not depend on p
we may hope for a general solution where the decimation
is done asymmetrically.
At this point we would like to remark that in [6], where
the discussion was confined to Einstein gravity, the sta-
bilization conditions were on the number of observed di-
mensionsm. Here the condition onm will reappear as we
will see in section IV when we consider the stabilization
constrained equations of motion (8).
A. Adding Momentum Modes
Having established the conditions for stabilization with
the winding modes we can also look for the impact of
the momentum modes. The democratic winding scheme
leads to a very interesting simplification here. Let us
expose two cases explicitly to understand the behavior
better.
First, consider the mode where only one part of the
decimation is wrapped by a brane. The pressure coeffi-
cient for such a mode is 1/p along the winding direction
and zero for the others. Therefor the energy density will
have the form (omitting e−mB which would factorize)
e−p(1+
1
p
)C× e−pC · · · e−pC︸ ︷︷ ︸ = e−NpCe−C ,
N− 1 terms
and the factor of this contribution to the RHS of the Ci
equations of motion (4b) will be
ρ˜po
[
1× 1
p
−Nτ
]
, (13)
since there will beN such energy densities along the other
parts of the decimation. We have also introduced the con-
vention that the ρ˜o’s refer to the momentum mode en-
ergy coefficients, as opposed to the fact that ones without
tildes refer to the winding modes.
Second, consider the mode where only two parts of
the decimation is wrapped by a brane. The pressure
coefficient for such a mode is 1/2p along the winding
directions and zero for the others. Therfore the energy
density will have the form (omitting e−mB which would
factorize)
e−p(1+
1
2p
)C × e−p(1+ 12p )C e−pC · · · e−pC︸ ︷︷ ︸ = e−NpCe−C ,
N− 2 terms
and the factor of this contribution to the RHS of the Ci
equations of motion (4b) will be
ρ˜ppo
[
2× 1
2p
−Nτ
]
= ρ˜ppo
[
1
p
−Nτ
]
. (14)
4This feature actually carries to all the other windings
and we get the following for the stabilization condition
when the momentum modes are added on top of the
winding modes
− α˜
[
Nτ − 1
p
]
X
Np+1
p −
N−1∑
n=0
αnξnX
n = 0 , (15a)
α˜ = ρ˜po + ρ˜
pp
o + · · ·+ ρ˜pp···po /N .
Since there is only one term with a noninteger power of
X in (15a), we can still consider it as a polynomial with
integer powers of Xp. It is clear that there can be no sign
changes in (15a) if Nτ > 1/p and if τ < −1. Therefor
the constraint τ is
−1 < τ < 1
pN
. (16)
Unlike the pure winding case the condition τ < 1/(pN)
guarantees that there is at least one sign change. As be-
fore however the condition τ > −1 guarantees we remain
in this regime.
Adding ordinary matter: There is one further pos-
sibility we can easily consider: the presureless dust in
the observed dimensions. This follows from the fact that
since the pressure coefficients of this term are all vanish-
ing the contribution will be proportional to e−mBe−NpC .
Adding this term to the RHS of the Ci equations (4b) we
get
−α˜
[
Nτ − 1
p
]
X
Np+1
p −α¯τXN−
N−1∑
n=0
αnξnX
n = 0 , (17)
where α¯ = ρmattero . It can be shown that the constraints
on τ are unaltered with this modification. Also since
Tbˆbˆ = 0 for ordinary presureless dust, the stabilization
constrained equations of motion (8) are also unaltered.
Other forms of matter living in the observed dimensions
will complicate things beyond the scope of this work and
are omitted.
It is intriguing that the upper bound on τ is like τ <
ω/N where ω is the pressure coefficient of the energy-
momentum contributions that yield he highest power of
X in the stabilization equation while the lower bound
follows that of the lowest order term, giving the largest
allowed region for τ . If we did not adopt the democratic
scheme the constraints on τ would have been tighter.
IV. EQUATIONS FOR B AND φ
Having established the conditions for the stabilization
of the extra dimensions we can turn back to the equations
(8) that controls the evolution of B and φ. The equations
could have many solutions but it is possible to find a
power law solution with the following ansatz [27]
B(t) ∼ β ln t , (18a)
φ(t) ∼ ϕ ln(t) . (18b)
There is a solution to 8 with the following
β = − 2τ
1 + (m− 1)τ2 , (19a)
ϕ =
−2 +mβ
2(1 + τ)
= − 1 + τ(m− 1)
1 + (m− 1)τ2 , (19b)
σ = 2
1− 2τ − (m− 1)τ2
(1 + (m− 1)τ2)2 . (19c)
There are various implications of these. First if we
want the observed dimensions to expand we must have
τ < 0 [28]. Also we do not want the dilaton to grow since
we would like to use this solution for late time cosmol-
ogy and a growing dilaton would take us in the strong
coupling regime. Finally σ has to be positive following
its definition (9). The corresponding conditions on τ are
given in the same order as below
τ < 0 , (20a)
− 1
m− 1 ≤ τ . (20b)
1
1−√m < τ <
1
1 +
√
m
, (20c)
Combining everything and therfore ignoring redundant
constraints our final result is
− 1
m− 1 ≤ τ < 0 . (21)
We see that the condition that the observed space ex-
pands evaporated the p dependence of the constraints on
τ , in view of this and the fact that there is only one posi-
tive solution to the stabilization equation we can hope for
a solution in the general case of asymmetric decimation.
If we insist on the fact that the objects we are deal-
ing with are D-branes, string theory gives an unambigu-
ous answer τ = −1/2, (or a = 1). This, in turn, puts
a limit on the dimensionality of observed dimensions
m ≤ 3. When m = 3 the scale factor of the observed
space evolves as t2/3, exactly like presureless dust solu-
tion of standard cosmology. Furthermore with m = 3 the
dilaton is stabilized and we have the equivalence of the
Einstein frame and the string frame. This result is not
unexpected since as shown in [6] within the context of
pure Einstein gravity m = 3 is a sufficient (but in that
context not necessary) condition for stabilization of extra
dimensions using symmetric decimation and democratic
wrapping [29].
5V. STABILITY OF THE EQUILIBIRUM POINT
Having established the equilibrium conditions and so-
lutions, we should make sure that the equilibrium is in-
deed stable. In this section we discuss this issue and
show that all admissible (see discussion below) initial
data will converge to the stabilization point. Much of
this discussion follows in a very close way to the argu-
ments presented [6]. The equations for the scale factors
of the extra dimensions is (within the symmetric decima-
tion where there is only one such equation),
C¨ = −kC˙ + eaφ−mBPs(X = e−pC) (22)
Here Ps(X) is given by (17). If we expand C around
the equilibrium point such that we keep only the linear
perturbations C = C0 + δC we would get the following
δC¨ = −kδC˙ − pδCeaφ−mB X0 P ′s(X0), (23)
where P ′s(X0) denotes derivative of Ps as the equilibrium
point.
This is like a motion under two forces. The force which
is proportional to k can either be a driving or a friction
force depending on the sign of k. But as clear from the
equations of motions, Sign(k) is a constant of motion
since k is never allowed to vanish by (4d). In [4] it has
been observed that when Sign(k) < 0 one has a driving
force and a singularity is reached in finite proper time.
For Sign(k) > 0 on the other hand, one has a friction-
like force. This already is a hint for the stability of the
equations in the long term. The other force is like a linear
force depending on the sign of the RHS of (23). This sign
is unambiguously fixed by the requirements for stabiliza-
tion. Let us remember that the coefficients of Ps(X) start
becoming positive, with decreasing negative τ , starting
from the highest order term, and we have shown that
there is a unique positive root of Ps(X) if there is at
least one sign change in the coefficients. Thus the re-
quirement for a unique positive root also requires that
the sign of the coefficient of the highest order term be
positive, this would mean that the derivative of the sta-
bilization polynomial at the equilibirum point is positive
since the positive root is the largest root and the poly-
nomial will either increase or decrease depending on the
sign of the coefficient of the largest order term. There-
for the sign of the RHS of (23) is negative. The second
force is an attractive linear force in the linear approxi-
mation. Hence the C equations are linearly stable near
the stabilization fixed point.
To try to understand what could happend in the non-
linear regime let us remember again we have shown, given
the conditions on τ , that there is a unique positive root
X0 of Ps(X). This would mean that we have Ps(X) < 0
for 0 < X < X0 and Ps(X) > 0 for X > X0 since the
coefficient of the highest order term is positive. We will
confine ourselves to Sign(k) > 0.
Case A: Let us pick a point in the region 0 < X < X0
as our initial data point. Here C¨ is initially negative
if initially C˙ > 0 (C getting larger X getting smaller)
and hence C˙ will become negative at some time in the
future (since C¨ will never change sign until C˙ becomes
negative). When this transition happens we would have
C getting smaller andX getting larger, so this initial data
eventually turns toward the equilibrium point X0 with an
initial data equivalent to, 0 < X < X0 and C˙ < 0. Thus
we should only consider this. In this case the sign of
C¨ depends on the interplay between the terms in (22).
There are two cases: either the evolution of the system
monotonically approaches X0 with C˙ approaching zero
from below or passes this point with C˙ < 0 and becomes
a problem of Case B below.
Case B: Let us pick a point in the region X > X0
as our initial data point. Here C¨ is initially positive
if initially C˙ < 0 (C getting smaller X getting larger)
and hence C˙ will become positive at some time in the
future (since C¨ will never change sign until C˙ becomes
positive), when this transition happens we would get C
getting larger and X getting smaller to this initial data
eventually turns towars the equilibrium point X0 with
an initial data equivalent to X > X0 and C˙ > 0. Thus
we should only consider this. In this case the sign of
C¨ depends on the interplay between the terms in (22).
There are two cases: either the evolution of the system
monotonically approaches X0 with C˙ approaching zero
from above or passes this point with C˙ > 0 and becomes
a problem of Case A above.
The considerations above are enough to argue that the
point X0 is an attractive fixed point: the solutions will
converge to this point in the future.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have assumed that branes wrap demo-
cratically over a partitioning of the extra dimensions.
That is they wrap around each element and in all pos-
sibilities. Then by considering winding and momentum
modes we have shown that stabilization of extra dimen-
sions is achieved. By a further assumption that the dila-
ton will never enter the strong coupling regime in the
future, the resulting constraint connects the coupling pa-
rameter of the dilaton to the number of dimensions of
the observed space. String theory input restricts this re-
lation such that the upper inclusive bound on the number
of dimensions of our everyday world is three.
We have also included in this work the contribution
of the ordinary presureless matter living in the observed
space and have shown that this does not alter the re-
sults. Unfortunately things are different for other modes
of matter and we expect that there will be no stabilization
in our scheme for radiation and vacuum energy. However
as shown in [1] it could be the case that the extra dimen-
sions contract during radiation phase. This might com-
pensate for the increase in the inflationary period. If this
6happens, as shown in this paper, the internal dimensions
would stabilize after the photons decouple and ordinary
matter domination starts. It is not clear however how to
embed naturally the present acceleration of the universe
in this scenario such that the size of internal dimensions
are stabilized or change rather very slowly. Nevertheless,
the democratic principle and symmetric decimation ideas
we have made use of here could also render these future
works amenable to reasonable detail. A work to study
the effects of the early inflation and radiation era’s on
the model presented here is in progress.
It is rather interesting that Descartes, the one who
introduced the very concept of co-ordinates has a say in
this matter via a very simple mathematical rule known
as ”the Descartes’ sign rule” to determine the number of
positive roots of a polynomial.
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